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Q:
Esteemed Committee, why are we never given the place, date, time or anything halfway
close when forecasts and predictions are provided? Not just here, but every source for predicted,
forecast events.
C:
Doing so would cause problems, often many more, than the issuance of a prediction
solves.
Q:
Pardon my annoyance, but that answer seems condescending, even arrogant.
C:
It is. We are to humans just as you describe. These qualities are irritating between and
among humans, but not by or from us.
Q:
So what problems would arise?
C:
Human choice of reaction. If the event did not occur as scheduled, in the way humans
see its occurrence on the calendar, disbelief would set in. When the event does take place,
this would cause more confusion than beneficial.
Q:
So why are we told if we cannot know when?
C:
Since before you can remember the many and most of you, you have been told of
your death. You learned when a friend or family passed on, that you too would eventually
stop living. What would be your reaction to knowing where and when? We shall say, the vast
majority of you reading these words have scheduled a place and also the circumstances of
your passing.
Would anyone knowing this information begin to live carelessly, even recklessly, with the
belief that s/he would survive no matter what? That is not true, you can be killed before your
time arrives, and the newly adopted careless or reckless behavior would almost surely de-rail
life plan events, displacing them or changing them away from your chosen, intended
outcome.
Q:
Why can’t we know which volcano and when?
C:
This might work against the person whose life plan was to live near the mountain
soon to explode. The vast remainder of humans would consider a way to wager for profit.
Still others would become fearful, adversely altering behavior detrimentally.
Q:
C:

Wouldn’t it be better if y’all just didn’t tell us?
The answer to this turns upon whom you will include in the pronoun “we”.

Q:
Okay, how about mankind overall?
C:
Mankind overall pays us no attention or mind. The information we have offered is for
people among you who choose to know it. You all have free will to disbelieve, believe, tell
others or partially believe.
The bigger aspect is the notion of escape, of avoidance. The many of you would like to know a

way through which your lives will be disturbed or altered as little as possible. No human will
escape the effects of geophysical events to come, which have already begun.
Q:
So no matter what we do, our jobs, diets, activities and lives are going to change a lot.
C:
Yes, this is guaranteed and are the reasons you have incarnated. To both participate
and to witness.
Q:
How are we doing, mankind overall, on a scale of 1-10, 1 = as bad as possible, 10 =
impossibly superb.
C:
We say, on this scale above 9 to 9.5 possibly.
Q:
C:

In other words, we’re earning an “A”.
Oh, yes.

Q:
C:

Why?
Denial is good, it enhances surprise and teaches the best lessons.

Q:
That means what you are doing to us, and what I’m doing by passing along the
information, works against us getting a great grade, correct?
C:
If you mean “us” as mankind in general, no. If you mean the readership of this
website, double no. We explain: mankind in general does not, has not and will not believe
what we offer. Mankind stares down the barrel of a gun, under absolute belief it is a
ventilation tube to assist with their breathing. They will never believe what will happen until
the slug exits the muzzle, doing what we all know it shall.
The readers of this website will be in a great position to explain what is happening when a
great number of people require it, however this is a good position to have because it remains
voluntary. No reader of this website is obligated to pass along information; no one else
expects it and nobody will follow up for updated forecasts, unless that listener chooses to
believe.
If you believe your willingness to explain what is happening will cause you undue, excessive
or improper attention when the explanations is offered, then we suggest you explain little or
nothing, and if you do, only to people who you are certain will not include you in, as humans
say nowdays, their freak out.
Q:
What about complainers, for example people who are eating enough but dislike a lot the
new foods they only have?
C:
Suggest to them they need not eat it.
Q:
As economies falter, jobs are lost and assets taken away, what are people in general
going to do?
C:
Half will do the things you would expect, which shall be a thousand different known
things BUT the other half will do things they never would have considered. These new
activities will come as a very pleasant, enjoyable surprise.

Q:
C:

Are the exact dates and in some cases, precise clock times of certain events known?
Yes.

Q:
But we’ll never be told?
C:
No. The idea you would like to forecast certain events, is learned. We assure you,
when making your life plan, you deliberately decided not to know such information.
Q:
Are events going to occur when the date & time are not known?
C:
Yes, however a range of dates is. The important aspect is the outcome, the overall
result. Some events might happen before or after others, but the general effect will be
unchanged.
Q:
Does the energy now pulsating through the galaxy, causing the events of The Shift,
become enhanced or reduced by what we think or want?
C:
Very much so, however belief such energy exists and can be affected, is required.
Q:
Okay, let’s look at a seaquake and tsunami following; can my thoughts change the effect
of the wave on my house near the coast?
C:
No, not individually. The event is generalized, and the lessening or enhancement of
effects require a majority of the minds to be aware, to focus their desires at that location.
Q:
Enhancement of effects? In other words, make earthquakes, tsunamis, eruptions,
tornadoes or typhoons STRONGER?
C:
Yes, this is also possible. If something can be made weaker, it can be made stronger.
This is logical.
Q:
Is collective thought going to worsen any events?
C:
Describe and define worsen. Weakening could well be deemed a worsening. Overall,
no, because of severely limited knowledge & belief. Some regular readers of this material still
disbelieve, or remain skeptical as to the intensity of many things.
Q:
Are some people going to die because of what happens? Not perish in the events
themselves, but die because of the effects following?
C:
Yes. Stress, worry and anxiety will do this, much of which turn on beliefs. Such people
will be in the best position to listen to information offered, if they choose to. Younger
humans will be more flexible and accepting of events and immediate effects, yet more
obstinate with advice, as are younger people about many things.
Q:
Given what Russia is doing and its dependence on selling crude oil & gas for income,
what’s going to happen with Russia when most of this income goes away?
C:
The effects are as predictable as they are obvious. The same effects will come to many
a place on Earth, Russia will not be in a unique position. The meaning and purpose of borders
for sovereign nations will be reduced somewhat, because travel and movement of goods will
reduce significantly.
Q:

What about the great effort made to enter the USA by so many economic hopefuls,

people desperate to find work non-existent in their places and nations of origin?
C:
These movements and migrations will come nearly to a halt. As we have forecast, one
large state of the USA will secede, begin protection of its borders and favoring arrivals from
the USA instead of from nations south. The economic attractions of & for would-be
newcomers and would-be employer now happening, will evaporate. Many people
linguistically and culturally similar to Texas will be favored as entrants.
Q:
What about Europe?
C:
There will be migrations from the Middle East and Africa but these will not stop nearly
as quickly as will be the case with the USA.
Q:
China? India?
C:
Populations will largely remain in place. The greater the perceived fall will occur
where the most technological mechanization of life prevails now. We say perceived because
perceptions will alter quickly as soon as the populations accept that changes to society are
not temporary.
Q:
I can understand why we cannot or should not know the timing of certain events. But the
urge to be ready burns like a bed of hot coals for many of us.
C:
You all have resources and answers available at just the tip of a question. So many
more humans will become aware of and learn to trust their Guardian Angels, that the
mysteries of mediumship will no longer be considered a mystery.
Q:
C:

Thank you, Esteemed Committee, please address reader questions if they come up.
With honor and pleasure shall we. Be well, one and all.

